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Abstract
We are in the world of Explosive human population, expanding agricultural systems, intensification of livestock,
changing macro and micro climate, increased global trade and urbanization which contributed to increased
interactions between animals, humans and wildlife species, leading to the emergence and re-emergence of many
zoonoses. Emerging and re-emerging of zoonotic diseases negatively affect a human and animal population. To
tackle this problem, One Health approach has a great role, it needs strong collaborative efforts and interdisciplinary
communication to prevent epidemic or epizootic diseases and to maintain ecosystem integrity thereby improving and
defending optimal health of globe. Despite this potential, failure to work collaboratively, lack of awareness, absence
of a standardized frame work to capture the concept of disciplines and other problems with difficulty of wildlife
management had negative impact on one health implementation. By solving the challenges of one health approach;
it is possible to make it more powerful tool to protect defend living things and the environment from diseases around
the globe, therefore all concerned body should participate in the one health activity to achieve the future expected of
one health approach.
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Introduction
Animal and human medicine has no dividing lines- nor should
there be. According to Rudolf Virchow, this recognition that human
and animal health is linked is as important now as ever. More than
60% of pathogens that cause diseases in humans are zoonotic- diseases
of animals that can infect people and among thus 75% of them are
zoonotic as well [1]. Zoonotic diseases are diseases caused by all types
of pathogenic/disease causing agents which are directly or indirectly
transmitted from animals to humans and vice versa [2]. About 15
bacterial and viral zoonotic diseases were emerged in past few years.
Thus includes Hanta, Ebola, highly pathogenic avian influenza (H5N1
and recently H7N9), West Nile, Rift Valley fever, norovirus, severe
acute respiratory syndrome (SARS), Marburg, influenza A (H1N1),
Escherichia coli O157, Plague, and Anthrax.
The emergences of zoonotic diseases were increasing. From 1980s
until now, above 87 new zoonotic and/or vector-borne emerging
infectious diseases (EIDs) have been identified. The global economic
burden due to zoonotic diseases is very high. World Bank report
revealed that, the economical impact of six zoonotic diseases outbreak
that have occurred in some countries from 1997 -2009 is estimated to
be US$ 80,000,000,000 [3].
Humans are still evolving under the influence of health challenges
which need: scientific advances, political, economic, environmental
and professional priorities [4]. To overwhelm these problem “One
World, One Health concept” was formulated by the Wildlife
Conservation Society in 2004 and establishes an interdisciplinary and
cross-sectorial approach to prevent epidemic or epizootic disease [5].
One health concept starts longtime ago in human history but becomes
inaction and globally recognized as a major area of concern in recent
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years. It is majorly concerned with human, animal and environment
interfaces. This integrated strategy gives a unique and significant
opportunity for veterinary medicine to be in a leadership role and to
work collaboratively for ecosystem health for the greater wellbeing of
society [6].
In spite of all the struggles, there are significant challenges and
hindering factors for application of the One Health program which are
blamable to the less achievement of the one health paradigm.
Therefore the ultimate purpose of this review is to collect and compile
available literatures on challenges attributable to the inefficiency of the
approach
that
should
be
addressed
carefully
in
time to ensure the implementation of One Health concept there by
setting some recommendation forth, that should be implemented by all
concerned body at the grassroots level.

Challenges of One Health Paradigm
One health approach is getting world wide acceptance as strategic
and holistic approach in combating global health problem which the
connections between humans, animal and environment. In addition to
this economic, cultural and physical factors that influence health also
recognized by the approach [7]. The emerging and re-emerging
diseases were driven by several factors. Thus includes genetic and
biological factors (microbial adaptation to macro- and microenvironmental changes, changes in host susceptibility to infection),
environmental factors (climatic change, ecosystems change and human
and animal demography and densities changes) and socioeconomic
and political factors (increasing international travel and trade, social
inequality, poverty, famine, changes in economic development and
land use). According to Institute of Medicine report, these factors
were referred as driving forces for emergence of new zoonotic diseases
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and creates favorable condition for microbial population to be
appeared [8].

Problem of working collaboratively
One Health approach should emphasize interdisciplinary
collaboration, involving different disciplines both within and beyond
the health sciences to address transnational health issues and solutions.
One Health approach offers an even broader multi-systems perspective
on health means and the inclusion of a wider range of expertise to
include areas of academic specialization [9]. Conceptual and
methodological differences between professionals of veterinary and
human medicines are the most substantial challenges faced
collaborative working across the globe [10]. Especially this challenge
appears in determining the appropriate level of integration of different
disciplinary methods and concepts, translating each discipline‘s
terminology and concepts into the other participating and mediating
different assumptions and views about what counts. As evidence, how
it can be acquired and how it can be validated, incorporating
stakeholder input in research topics and design, facilitating debates
over objectivity versus social construction and combining preferences
for reductionist or holistic approaches [11].
Scientific knowledge and technical achievement is more important
for successfulness of One Health approach. To develop more holistic
and diverse understandings of health across cultures, species,
ecosystems and local communities there are a lot of global challenges
[10]. This is not consistent with the goals of global health effort which
stresses the value and necessity of seeking participation from local
communities and building interventions that draw on the capacities
and resources of those communities [12]. Clearly involving community
members in health projects is essential for planning interventions
which do not inadvertently have negative health effects due to a failure
to take into account the complexity and specificity of local conditions.
Engaging communities in land-use decisions and approaches to
disease control should be part of an integrated One Health approach
[13].

Socio-political challenges
Application of one health concept will be challenged with Sociopolitical issues because of people’s belief and attachment with right and
freedoms even though they cannot pay sacrifice for the concern of
others. For this reason zoonotic disease control and prevention policy
making depends on individual behavior than factors that drive disease
emergence/re-emergence [14]. Egoism, perceptions, short term
solutions, populism and avoiding argument are characteristics of
politics, which result in challenges for emerging zoonotic disease
prevention and control policy making and affect development of
effective strategies for addressing EIDs [15].
Scientific evidence and societal perceptions proved that political
intervention had role in zoonotic disease prevention and control.
Indeed in the face of scientific uncertainty and ethical ambiguity,
ideological perspectives and short-term political considerations often
supplant efforts to devise effective long-term interventions [15]. In the
case of zoonotic and EID powerful interests dominated early
government responses, leading policy makers to make decisions that
avoided public controversy but had major economic consequence [16].
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Ethical concern
Effective zoonotic disease combating policy relays on its
implementation context and especially on its alignment with
stakeholder and public principles [17]. Like in modern liberalism there
should be a few agreements over what is in the community interest and
an understanding of the values which sustain it is required for the
successful achievement of zoonotic disease prevention. However, this is
in particular what has been missing in epidemics where fracture lines
differences and value conflicts have become noticeable [15]. Other
occurrence happen that stakes are high, evidence and the implications
of actions are uncertain, the situation is complex and resources are
limited but where decisions need to be made its ethical differences are
exposed to challenge [18]. This discrepancy could be due to beliefs that
deal with ecological and environmental issues can clashed with the
significance of people‘s connection to public goods, protection of
individual and animal welfare [15]. This condition results adverse costs
of public fear, doubt, misinformation and disobedience with public
health directives [19].
Successful response of outbreaks in a One Health approach wants to
address the above stated ethical concerns. To do this successful
diverging values and logics must be negotiated to realize effective,
sustainable and just solutions by considering the public interest as an
apriority task [14].

Legal challenges
The legal frame work that made for control and prevention of EIDs
has its own set of challenges [16]. The laws that govern disease
outbreak control mechanism in most jurisdictions are scattered,
confusing and interpreted based on interest individual whose idea is
dominant at the time of decision making [15]. The other complication
and confusion appears to the epidemic regulatory structures rather
than facilitating public health responses to EID [20]. The cost of laws
restricts development of greater global health inequities with
consequential effects for health outcomes. In order to simplify EID
related legal complications in between economic development and
health security, additional precise and clear cut recognition is needed
of who are the principal beneficiaries and who bears the expenses of
EIDs [21].

Challenges of managing wild life ecosystem
The ecosystem changes due to driving forces can alter the state of
well-being and leads change the interaction between human and
animal population [8]. It is important to identify the routes by which
the wild animal reservoirs agent found their way to the human host
and their impact on the animals that serve as the primary and
intermediate hosts [22]. It is intrinsically more difficult to monitor
diseases in wildlife due to; afraid of aggressive wild animals, lack of
knowledge and experience, inadequate financial recourse and lack of
road. Wild animals are not constrained by boundaries and can extend
over large distances. This is particularly for migratory birds or
mammals which seasonally move across continents or vast oceans
which they cause spreading of disease [18]. The declines and
disappearances of different wild life species are due to disease of a
certain pathogen. Practical difficulties can exist in determining the
mortality rates because of dispersal after disease outbreak. It can also
be difficult for many different reasons to find and count both sick and
dead wild animals [22].
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As zoonotic disease surveillance in wildlife clearly represents a great
predictive modeling and known patterns in host range can be used to
focus the effort on the species and pathogens that pose the greatest risk
of zoonotic emergence. The surveillance and monitoring of disease
outbreaks in wildlife populations are particularly relevant in these days
of rapid human and animal translocation and the contact between wild
and domestic animals is close and the threat of a bioterrorist attack is
very real [16].

Conclusion
Health care issues of human is facing several problems that need
world wide solutions for the prevention and control of the spread of
emerging and re-emerging infectious diseases between animals,
humans and the ecosystem. Globalization, human population
increment and frustration with current health care method enforce the
world to look for latest health care alternatives. One health is a means
of effective control and prevention of zoonotic diseases. To implement
one health one should consider all the components of it which are
interacting each other. By solving the challenges of one health
approach it is possible to make it more powerful tool for prevention
and control of zoonotic diseases. Therefore to overcome challenges for
application of one health there should be awareness creation on the
approach and political commitment is needed.
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